
Some people use the Internet to search for solutions to their medical problems. Is it a 
positive or negative development?
Give your own opinion and examples from your experience.

Today many people before talking with a doctor try to get information about diseases 
via the Internet and sometimes the Internet is substituted with specialists. It seems that 
this self-diagnosis is not still a safe confident certain method and there are some crystal 
clear facts that warn us to stop it.

Primarily, most of the data on the net are not reliable and collected by Non-specialists. 
The natural nature of the Internet and this fact that everyone can contribute to 
developing it result to in this condition and there is no any audit organization who 
monitors all of these this medical information. Moreover, ordinary people are not 
usually trained to recognize reliable websites from those who which provide fake or 
useless medical information. People just google, and view the first page of search results 
and fancy that all that the data are correct and it may cause them to do self-
medications.

Secondly, the medical diagnosis is one the most difficult processes in science and just a 
bunch of information in some websites could not help people to treat themselves. 
Although computer and medical scientists are endeavouring to introduce a simple 
machine who which could diagnose the medical problems by knowing their signs, 
almost all these tries efforts have faced with failure. Even by usage of artificial 
intelligence, there is a long way to achieveing this point and now how can we imagine 
that it would be easy to find our medical problems in these unsophisticated websites?.

In conclusion, while the Internet has an undeniable role in development of science and 
it has make made communication so fast, it is too soon that weto replace doctors with it 
and we should know Google is merely/just a search engine and the Internet contains 
tremendous amounts of unprocessed information needing an expert brain to analyse.


